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Teaching information literacy reframed could be described as two books in one; an excellent mix of theory and practice. With no detriment to the book, the reader could easily ignore the Standards versus Framework discussion that is woven throughout the chapters and simply use the book purely and successfully as a teaching resource. The exercises, organised helpfully under each category and with their own index, are very practical, easily used and adaptable to almost any age or population. Most include example websites and sources which make life even easier for the time-pressured librarian. For the new professional or for those simply wishing to update their own teaching examples, this will be a well-thumbed volume in their artillery.

Should the reader wish to move on from the provided exercises, there is also a chapter on creating one’s own teaching materials towards the end of the book. This chapter begins with the theory of the transfer of information to memory and leads into the creation of learning rubrics to facilitate teaching students in the short amount of time librarians traditionally have with their scholars. Again, the first half of this chapter is theoretical in its discussion of how information is incorporated into the memory, which is interesting and useful in itself; equipped with this knowledge, librarians can maximise the learning acquired by students in an information literacy (IL) session. The second half of the chapter takes a more instructional tone, describing the creation of learning outcomes and the evaluation of the success of these. This fits in with the overall pattern of discussion and practical exercises throughout the book, as the reader can simply adapt the rubrics provided for their own use.

It is clear that after fifteen years, the Standards (and their definition) require updating; the Framework’s definition of IL is a brave reflection of today’s IL landscape and it complements the updated Information Literacy Group/CILIP definition which was introduced in April 2018. The five Standards and their associated performance indicators have been remodeled into six central concepts; these concepts each include a set of practices and dispositions which may be attributed to an information literate individual. Unlike the more prescriptive Standards, the new concepts are designed to give information professionals the freedom to create their own resources depending on their particular setting. Emphasis is particularly given to IL being a lifelong skill that assists with the navigation of expanding information and technological environments.

However, throughout this title Burkhardt is quite disparaging towards the Framework and expresses doubt regarding its usefulness in the context of everyday experience. Helpfully a copy of the Framework is provided as an appendix for the reader to explore and come to their own conclusions. The Framework itself makes clear that its purpose is to be a theoretical, conceptual document which leaves the nitty gritty of practical IL instruction to the professional. Burkhardt even supports this by stating that librarians have been teaching IL for some time now and that the new Framework does not stray from the previous Standards enough to warrant a large scale change of teaching activities:

The good news is that everything we have previously created to help students learn to be information literate is probably still valid. (Burkhardt, 2016, p.5).
If this is the case, is there a specific need for this book? Yes is probably the answer, especially in this resource- and time-stretched era. The Framework is an idealistic document, which rationalises how IL should be embedded into the curriculum by librarians working in partnership with academics and university administrative staff. Burkhardt quite rightly points out that librarians have understood this and have been working towards it since the Standards were first published, and yet this scenario is still not mainstream. Burkhardt also highlights the fact that the resources required to create an entire institutional IL programme are out of reach for many information professionals and their organisations, and this again demonstrates the need for this book as a resource aimed at supporting IL instructors.

In all, this is a very useful, practical book containing an interesting discussion on the best way to provide IL concepts for those working on the front line of IL teaching.